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Abstract
Field experiments were conducted on fields of Agricultural Engineering Sciences Faculty, University of Baghdad in Al Jadriya
during spring seasons of 2017 and 2018 to investigate the role of spraying zinc and Anti-transpiration agents in improving
pollen properties and grain yield of corn (Zea mays L.) cultivar Buhoth 5018. Three Anti-transpirations agents were used,
Glycerol (4%), MgCO3 (4%), Green miracle (0.3% ) and control (distilled water spray) as well as three concentrations of zinc
100, 150 and 200 mg kg-1 plus control (distilled water spray). The experiment was of  Random Complete Block Design (RCBD)
using split plot layout with three replicates. Plants were sprayed with Anti-transpirations agents and zinc twice, at 6-8 leaf
stage and at flowering stage. Results indicated that there was a significant effect of adding Anti-transpiration agents in
improving the studied traits compared to control in both seasons. First season, green miracle achieved the highest increase
in pollen viability with mean of 7.68% while second season, glycerol achieved the highest percentage (20.23%). As for grain
yield, Green miracle gave the highest percentage increase 33.95% and 27.09% respectively for both seasons. Significantly,
the addition of zinc improved all the studied traits compared to control as well as a significant difference between zinc
concentrations was revealed. Using 200 mg kg-1 zinc  provides the highest increase of all the traits. The increment in pollen
viability was 26.06% and 16.28% respectively for both seasons while the increment of grain yield was 55.64% and 51.72%
respectively for both seasons. As for interaction, it was observed that treatment of green miracle with 200 mg kg-1 zinc in first
season gave the highest average of pollen viability percentage of 93.53%. In second season, glycerol with 200 mg kg -1 zinc
recorded the highest average of 96.77%. Regarding to grain yield, green miracle with 200 mg kg-1 zinc gave the highest
average of 8.865 and 12.760 tons he-1 respectively for both seasons.
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with high temperatures and low relative humidity
conditions. Harrison (2011) noted that rising temperatures
during flowering periods of corn when silk emergence
may inhibit the pollination process and may lead to a
complete halt in the development of grains. When
compared to vegetative growth, reproductive stage is the
most sensitive to heat stress. A slight increase in
temperature during the flowering period can cause a
significant loss of grain yield (Lobell et al., 2011). In
general, high temperatures during the reproductive stage
affect the viability of pollen, pollination process and
formation of seeds and fruits (Hatfield et al., 2011).
Anonymous (2006) noted that increasing temperature to
35°C during the pollination and grain filling process,
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Introduction
   Among  the  ever-changing environmental  factors,

continuous rise in the environmental temperature is one
of the most damaging environmental stresses
(Hasanuzzaman, 2013). Air temperature around the world
is expected to rise by 0.2°C every 10 years, resulting in a
temperature rise of 1.8°C to 4.0°C higher than the present
level by 2100 (IPCC, 2007). Under the conditions of middle
and southern part of Iraq, corn cultivated at the spring
season is characterized by a decrease in grain yield due
to the increase in the number of empty and incomplete
ears due to the synchronization of the flowering stage,
release of pollen, and pollination and fertilization presses
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reduced the grain yield of corn by 101 kg he-1 day.
Plant spraying with Anti-transpiration agents is one

of the most important agricultural trends to increase and
improve the productivity of agricultural crops by
protecting plants from exposure to drought stresses
(Al-Moftah and Hamaid, 2005). Tambussi and Bort
(2007) noted that these Anti-transpirations have the
potential to increase leaf resistance to loss of water by
evaporation, as well as improved water use by plants,
increased biological yield and grain yield. Kettlewell (2014)
detected that the effectiveness of Anti-transpiration in
the effect on grain yields when sprayed in the drought-
sensitive stages as pollen division and formation stage is
due to its work on reducing the loss of water from plants
at this stage, which improves the water effort of plants
and thus increase the number and viability of pollen and
improve the efficiency of fertilization, which leads to an
increase in grain production and yield increase
accordingly. Zinc consider as one of the micro nutrients
that necessary for the growth and development of the
plant despite the need for the plant in small quantities, but
it plays an important role in many physiological processes
within the plant. The participation of zinc in the process
of protein representation made it one of the most important
nutrients for plants (Cakmak et al., 1998). Cakmak et al.,
(2001) noted that zinc, in addition to its contribution to
protein representation, is used by plants in many other
vital processes, such as the structure and function of
membranes. Brown et al., (1993) showed that the
formation of male and female reproductive organs and
fertilization process is impaired in case of zinc deficiency
in these plants.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the role
of spraying zinc and Anti-transpirations materials in
reducing the negative effect of high temperatures as well
as improving pollen properties and corn yield when
cultivated in spring season.

Materials and Methods
A field experiment was carried out on spring seasons

of 2017 and 2018 on fields of Agricultural Engineering
Sciences Faculty, University of Baghdad in two kinds of
soil (Loam and Clay Loam soil) to study the effect of
spraying zinc and Anti-transpiration on the pollen
properties and grain yield of corn (cultivar 5018).
Experiments were designed according to randomized
complete block with split plot layout with three replicates
and the cultivation was carried in rows (3 meter length
row and 0.75 m in between) as well as seeds were planted
in holes with 0.20 m between them on 27 of March 2017
and 22 of March 2018 respectively. At planting date, 240

and 200 kg ha-1 of DAP fertilizer (18% nitrogen and 46%
phosphorus) and Potassium fertilizer (potassium sulfate)
respectively were added while 360 kg ha-1 of urea fertilizer
(46% N) was spplited, first addition was after one month
of planting and second addition was at beginning of the
flowering stage. The utilized Anti-transpiration agents
were 4% of Glycerol (C3H8O3), 4% of MgCO3, 0.3% of
Green miracle (a long-chain of fatty acid that formed a
thin glass layer on the plant leaves) and control (distilled
water) while the Zinc was sprayed with three doses of
100, 150, 200 mg kg-1 plus control, plants were sprayed
with Anti-transpiration agents and zinc twice, the first
was in 6-8 leaves stage and second one was in flowering
stage.
The studied attributes

Relative water content (R.W.C.) (%): It was estimated
according to the method described by Barrs and Weatherly
(1962) using the following equation:

R.W.C. (%) = FW-DW / TW-DW × 100
Where: FW fresh weight of leaf, TW turgid weight

and DW dry weight.
Pollen moisture %: Were estimated according to the

method described by AOAC (1995) using the following
equation:

Moisture percentage = 100- [(m’- t / m - t) × 100
Whereas:
m = total weight of container and pollen prior to drying
m = total weight of container and pollen after drying
t = container weight.
Pollen viability (%): In vitro fertilization was used to

quantify the number of live pollen by the total number of
grains examined in the field of vision of the Slide the
microscope multiplied by 100 (Sass, 1958).

Fertility percentage (%): According to the following
equation:

Fertility ratio =  Total number of grains per ear
Total number of ovaries per ear × 100

(Gardner et al., 2017).
Number of grains per ear: It was calculated as the

average number of grains in ears of five plants per
treatment.

Grain yield (Ton ha-1): Ears of five plants were
separated and weighed and the average yield of the plant
was calculated based on Ton ha-1 unit.

The data were statistically analyzed and averages
were compared using the least significant difference
(LSD) at the 5% probability level (Steel and Torrie, 1980).
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Results and Discussion
Relative water content (%): Application of Anti-

transpiration agents resulted in a significant increase in
the relative water content of leaf compared with control
(Table 1) the Anti-transpiration agents did not differ
significantly among them. Green miracle gave the highest
mean of 87.20% and 83.47% respectively. It was also
noticed that there was a significant increase in this effect
when zinc was added. Zinc concentrations were
significantly different among them. 200 mg kg-1 zinc
represents highest average of 88.77% and 86.09%
respectively. Interaction values showed that the green
miracle with 200 mg kg-1 zinc gave the highest average
of 90.30% and 87.43% for both seasons respectively and
differed significantly compared with water spraying
treatment under the same zinc level.

The increment in leaves relative water content when
using Anti-transpiration agents may be due to their role
in reducing the stomata transpiration and reducing
transpiration rates and thus increasing the plant’s ability
to retain water (Contore et al., 2009). Khalil, (2015)
reported that the Anti-transpiration agents have reduced
the average water loss and improved the moister state of
plants tissue. The obtained result was confirmed by the
results of Farhan (2017), Al-Obaidi (2013), Sanbagavalli
et al., (2017) and Rania and Elbialy (2018). While the

increment in the relative water content of leaves when
zinc was added may be due to its role that affect the
ability of plants to absorb water and transmit it into plant
tissues (Disante et al., 2010), which improved plant water
status and the relative water content of the leaves. This
is confirmed by the results of Vazin, (2012) and Munirah
et al., (2015).

Pollen moisture (%): Results showed that spraying
Anti-transpiration agents resulted in a significant increase
in pollen moisture content compared with control. These
Anti-transpiration agents did not differ significantly in both
seasons (Table 2). First season, Green miracle gave the
highest average of 54.72%. In second season, MgCO3
recorded the highest mean of 57.26%. Additionally,
application of zinc increased moisture content significantly
compared with control as well as a significant difference
between zinc concentrations was noted. Zinc concentration
200 mg kg-1 gave the highest mean of 59.71% and 59.61%
for both seasons respectively. As for the interaction, green
miracle and 200 mg-1 kg zinc in first season gave the
highest average of 62.86% while MgCO3 and the same
zinc concentration recorded the highest average of
61.41% in second season and significantly differs
compared with water spray treatment under the same
zinc concentration. The increment in pollen moisture may
be due to the role of Anti-transpiration agents in reducing

Table 1: Effect of Anti-transpiration agents, zinc and their interaction on relative water content (%) of corn tissue for spring
seasons 2017 and 2018.

Average              Season 2018 Average               Season 2017 Anti-
Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) transpiration

200 150 100 0 200 150 100 0
79.71 83.46 80.43 79.05 75.92 83.43 86.38 85.03 83.80 78.50 Control
82.71 86.65 84.14 80.53 79.53 86.82 89.55 88.24 86.45 83.04 MgCO3
83.14 86.82 84.83 81.45 79.47 86.25 88.88 87.86 87.24 81.0 Glycerol
83.47 87.43 83.59 82.45 80.41 87.20 90.30 88.77 87.00 82.73 Green m.
2.42                 2.54 1.1                 81.01 L.S.D. 0.05

86.09 83.25 80.87 78.83 88.77 87.48 86.12 81.32 Average
                0.69                 0.56 0.05 L.S.D

Table 2: Effect of Anti-transpiration agents, zinc and their interaction on pollen moisture (%) for the spring seasons corn of 2017
and 2018.

Average              Season 2018 Average               Season 2017 Anti-
Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) transpiration

200 150 100 0 200 150 100 0
49.96 55.57 51.06 48.08 45.12 50.04 54.99 52.92 47.76 44.48 Control
57.26 61.41 59.69 55.74 52.21 53.37 60.56 54.76 52.35 45.81 MgCO3

56.30 60.56 58.75 55.69 50.17 53.02 60.42 54.76 52.06 44.82 Glycerol
55.82 60.86 56.71 54.62 51.10 54.72 62.86 59.86 51.49 44.66 Green m.
2.42                 1.67 2.52                 2.65 L.S.D. 0.05

59.61 56.55 53.53 49.65 59.71 55.58 50.92 44.94 Average
                0.63                 0.73 0.05 L.S.D
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the spread of stomata, decreasing transpiration rates and
increasing plant susceptibility to water retention (Contore
et al., 2009) which improves the water status of plants
and causing an increase in the relative water content of
plants (Table 1) which resulted in an increase in the
moisture content of the pollen as well.

The effect of zinc in increasing pollen moisture content
may also due to its role that affects the ability of plants to
absorb water and transmit it into plant tissues (Disante et
al., 2010) and increase the relative water content in the
treated plants (Table 1).

Pollen viability (%):  The addition of Anti-
transpiration agents resulted in a significant increase in
pollen viability percentage compared with control as well
as not significant difference between the Anti-
transpiration agents for both seasons was revealed. First
season, green miracle recorded the highest average of
83.44%, while in second season; glycerol recorded the
highest average of 92.55%. Furthermore, a significant
effect of the addition of zinc was detected as well as zinc
concentrations were significantly varied where 200 mg
kg-1 zinc recorded the highest average of 89.93% and
92.21% for both seasons respectively. As for the
interaction green miracle with 200 mg kg-1 zinc gave the
highest mean which was 93.53% in first season while
glycerol with same zinc concentration gave the highest

average 96.77% in second season and significantly differ
compared with water spraying treatment under the same
zinc concentration. Luna et al., (2001) indicated that the
pollen viability is highly correlated with moisture and that
the relative water content in the pollen grain plays an
important role in their viability and dynamic transmission
in the air. Pollen of corn is sensitive to drought and its
viability is strongly related to its water content and drought-
causing conditions.

Fertility rate (%):  The obtained results
demonstrated that fertility rate was significantly increased
in the supplemented treatments compared to control
whereas there was no significant difference between the
antiperspirant agents (Table 4). Green Miracle gave the
highest mean of this characteristic in first season which
was 93.21%, while MgCO3 gave the highest mean in
second season and recorded rate of 94.69%. In addition,
zinc has significantly increased the percentage of fertility
compared with control and its concentrations were varied
where the concentration of 200 mg kg-1 showed the
highest average of 94.54% and 96.28% respectively for
both seasons. As for the effect of the interaction, green
miracle with 200 mg kg-1 of zinc gave the highest mean
which was 97.97% in first season while in second season,
MgCO3 with 200 mg kg-1 zinc recorded the highest mean
which was 97.70% and differed significantly compared

Table 3: Effect of Anti-transpiration agents, zinc and their interaction on pollen viability (%) for spring season corn of 2017 and
2018.

Average              Season 2018 Average               Season 2017 Anti-
Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) transpiration

200 150 100 0 200 150 100 0
76.98 84.68 76.05 74.53 72.67 77.49 83.18 81.24 74.72 70.83 Control
87.76 94.51 92.00 84.33 80.21 81.77 90.44 83.89 80.51 72.26 MgCO3
92.55 96.77 95.59 93.75 84.08 82.27 92.57 84.89 80.15 71.46 Glycerol
86.55 92.89 87.38 85.67 80.25 83.44 93.53 90.00 79.43 70.81 Green m.
6.74                 6.93 3.16                 3.38 L.S.D. 0.05

59.61 56.55 53.53 49.65 59.71 55.58 50.92 44.94 Average
                0.63                 0.73 0.05 L.S.D

Table 4: Effect of Anti-transpiration agents, zinc and their interaction on Fertility rate (%) for the spring seasons of 2017 and
2018.

Average              Season 2018 Average               Season 2017 Anti-
Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) transpiration

200 150 100 0 200 150 100 0
89.68 93.67 92.53 88.23 84.30 84.94 89.14 86.85 83.34 80.44 Control
94.69 97.70 95.70 94.23 91.13 91.60 96.28 93.35 89.31 87.48 MgCO3

93.64 96.90 95.13 94.40 88.13 91.18 94.77 92.48 91.08 86.40 Glycerol
94.02 96.87 94.60 92.97 91.67 93.21 97.97 94.52 92.79 87.56 Green m.
2.43                 3.13 2.24                 2.26 L.S.D. 0.05

96.28 94.49 92.46 88.81 94.54 91.80 89.13 85.47 Average
                1.36                 0.37 0.05 L.S.D
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with water spraying treatment under the same zinc
concentration. The increment in fertility rate may attribute
to the role of the Anti-transpiration agents in increasing
the pollen moister and viability (Tables 2 and 3) which
improved fertilization process. Luna et al., (2001) showed
that the relative water content of Pollen plays an important
role in its viability and dynamic transmission in air.
Kettlewell (2014) pointed that the effectiveness of Anti-
transpiration agents in influencing the grain yield when
sprayed in the drought-sensitive stages as pollen division
and formation stage comes as a result of reducing water
loss and improving water effort of plants, which leads to
an increase in  number and viability of pollen and improved
fertilization efficiency.

The increase in fertility rate at the addition of zinc
may also be attributed to its work on increasing the
moisture and viability of pollen (Tables 2 and 3
respectively), which improved the pollination and
fertilization process as well as the contribution of zinc to
the development and role of reproductive tissues such as
anthers, gynoecium in many species of plants (Hafeez et
al., 2013). Marschener (1995) noted that one of the
symptoms of zinc deficiency is the sterility of spiklets.
On the other hand, it activates many enzymes responsible
for the formation of pollen. Brown et al., (1993) showed
that female and male reproductive organs and fertilization

processes are impaired in the case of zinc deficiency.
Number of grains per ear: Significantly, spraying Anti-

transpirations agents increased number of grains per ear
compared with control as well as there was insignificant
difference among Anti-transpirations agents in both
seasons. However, green miracle gave the highest
average in first season with mean of 628.45 grain ear-1

while the highest average in second season was in the
glycerol treatment with mean of 666.07 grain ear-1. There
was also a significant increase in this value when adding
zinc compared with control in addition to a significant
difference among zinc concentrations was found, where
200 mg kg-1 zinc recorded the highest average of 713.41
and 752.70 grain ear-1 for both seasons respectively. The
interaction between green miracle and the zinc with
concentration of 200 mg kg-1  was significantly superior
compared with water spraying treatment under the same
concentration of zinc and gave the highest mean of this
trait with means of 770.73 and 797.70 grain ear-1 for
both seasons respectively.

The improvement in number of grains per ear when
adding Anti-transpiration agents may be due to their
important role in increasing the relative water content of
plants, the moisture and viability of pollen (Tables 1, 2
and 3), which improved fertilization and increased fertility
rate (Table 4) resulting in an increase in grains of ear. The

Table 5: Effect of Anti-transpiration agents, zinc and their interaction on the number of grains per ear for the spring seasons of
2017 and 2018.

Average              Season 2018 Average               Season 2017 Anti-
Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) transpiration

200 150 100 0 200 150 100 0
578.63 677.14 623.56 532.70 481.10 535.77 637.13 571.40 510.17 424.40 Control
655.98 766.18 672.51 608.04 577.18 601.81 721.53 626.95 564.59 494.19 MgCO3
666.07 769.78 705.97 622.95 565.57 605.59 723.39 654.02 558.47 486.47 Glycerol
666.06 797.70 697.16 600.19 569.17 628.45 770.73 687.36 569.12 486.60 Green m.
46.13                 48.14 27.41                 33.21 L.S.D. 0.05

752.70 674.80 590.97 548.25 713.20 634.93 550.59 472.92 Average
                12.71                 13.42 0.05 L.S.D

Table 6: Effect of Anti-transpiration agents, zinc and their interaction on grain yield (Tons ha-1) for the spring seasons of 2017
and 2018.

Average              Season 2018 Average               Season 2017 Anti-
Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) Zinc concentration (mg kg-1) transpiration

200 150 100 0 200 150 100 0
8.269 9.598 8.928 7.671 6.879 5.550 6.570 5.714 5.376 4.538 Control
10.480 12.451 11.202 10.195 8.072 7.041 8.704 7.538 6.886 5.037 MgCO3

10.489 12.575 11.131 9.885 8.365 7.056 8.743 7.328 6.472 5.681 Glycerol
10.509 12.760 10.838 10.522 7.918 7.434 8.865 7.840 7.160 5.872 Green m.
1.355                 1.485 0.263                 0.514 L.S.D. 0.05

11.846 10.525 9.568 7.808 8.221 7.105 6.474 5.282 Average
                0.489                 0.271 0.05 L.S.D
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effect of zinc supplementation on this increase was due
to the fact that its addition reduces the competition of
floral structures, which increases the percentage of
fertilized flowers and thus increases the number of grains
in ear, this agreed with Kadhim and Jabbar (2014) as
well as its role in improving the relative water content of
plants, moisture and viability of Pollen (Tables 1, 2 and 3)
which improved fertilization and increased fertility rate
(Table 4), which in turn increased the number of grains per
ear. This was confirmed by the results of Ehsanallah et al.,
(2015), Iqbal et al. (2016) and Amanullah et al., (2016).

Grains yield (Ton ha-1): The average of grain yield
was significantly higher when the Anti-transpirations
agents were sprayed compared to control. In the two
seasons, green miracle gave the highest mean of 7.434
and 10.509 ton ha-1 for the both seasons respectively and
also significantly higher than the other Anti-transpiration
agents in first season while the differences were not
significant in second season (Table 6). Zinc application
increased grain yield significantly compared with control
and its concentrations varied, where zinc concentration
200 mg kg-1 recorded the highest average of 8.221 and
11.846 ton ha-1 for both seasons respectively. As for
interaction between treatments, green miracle with 200
mg kg-1 zinc recorded the highest value with means of
8.865 and 12.760 tons ha-1 for both seasons respectively.
However, it differed significantly compared with treatment
of water spraying under the same concentration of zinc.

The improvement in grain yield by adding Anti-
transpiration agents may be due to their increased
resistance to water loss by transpiration, as well as
improved water use by plants and thus increased grain
yield of plants (Tambussi and Bort, 2007). Kettlewell
(2014) noted that it works to reduce water loss from
plants, improving the water effort of plants, increasing
the number and viability of pollen and improving the
efficiency of fertilization, leading to increase grain
production. Abo-Muriefah (2013) showed that the
increase of grains yield when adding Anti-transpiration
agents may be due to their effect in regulating
physiological processes, improving vegetative growth and
activating the transfer of photosynthetic from source to
sink. In addition to the effect of Anti-transpiration agents
on pollen moisture content, viability of the pollen, fertility
rate and the number of grains per ear (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5), which resulted in an increase in grain yield. This
is agreed with Farhan (2017). The effect of adding zinc
on the increase of grain yield may also be attributed to its
effect in increasing the efficiency of photosynthesis and
the rapid transmission of its products within the plant,
which leads to an increase in yield components its effect

on the grain yield (Kazem and Jabbar, 2014). Also, it can
be attributed to its role in increasing  the relative water
content, the moisture in pollen, pollen viability, fertility
rate and the number of grains per ear (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4
and 5), resulting in an increase in grain yield. This is
confirmed by the results of Mosavifeyzabadi et al., (2013)
and Amanullah et al., (2016).

In sum, it looks that using spraying Anti-transpiration
agents, green miracle in most cases and glycerol in some,
with 200 mg kg-1 of zinc leads to improve most of spring
corn pollen properties and grain yield. These agents can
be used to avoid the elevated temperature stress at spring
season of Iraq.
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